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Abstract 
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A strong shape category for finitistic uniform spaces is constructed and it is shown, that certain 
nice properties known from strong shape theory of compact Hausdorff spaces carry over to this 
setting. These properties include a characterization of the new category as localization of the 
homotopy category, the product property and obstruction theory. 
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Introduction 
In strong shape theory of topological spaces one encounters several instances, 
where the desired extension of theorems from compact spaces to more general ones 
either leads to difficult unsolved problems or is outright impossible. Examples are: 
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Can the strong shape category of topological spaces ssh(Top) be represented in the 
homotopy category, i.e., does there exist a functor T: ssh(Top) + HTop such that 
the equation ssh(Top)(X, Y) = HTop( T(X), T(Y)) holds? Does the Cartesian prod- 
uct X x Y possess the categorical product property in ssh(Top) for any two spaces 
X and Y? Are there well-behaved compactifications? Observe that the Stone-tech 
compactification does not even factor over the homotopy category. In this paper 
we attempt to show that these questions are posed in the wrong context; they have 
affirmative answers if one uses uniform spaces instead of topological ones. 
1. The strong shape category of uniform spaces 
Spaces and maps are always understood in the uniform sense, unless something else 
is explicitly stated. Uniform spaces are not required to be Hausdor# 
Definition 1.1. Let X be an arbitrary uniform space and Y a metrizable uniform 
space. The semi-uniform product X * Y is the uniform space with underlying set 
X x Y, and the stacked coverings { U x V( U E %, V E 7’““) as base of uniform 
coverings. Here 021 is a uniform covering of X and to each U E 3 is assigned a 
uniform covering “IrU of Y [ll, Theorem 111.281. 
We observe that X * Y does not depend symmetrically on X and Y, and that a 
map X * Y + Z is uniformly continuous if and only if the adjoint map X + U( Y, Z) 
is uniformly continuous. U( Y, Z) denotes the set of uniformly continuous maps 
Y-+ Z, endowed with the structure of uniform convergence [ 11, Theorem 111.261. 
X * Y carries a uniformity finer than the usual product uniformity, in general it is 
strictly finer. 
Definition 1.2. Two uniformly continuous maps x g : X + Y are homotopic if there 
is a uniformly continuous map X * I + Y with HO = f and H, = g. A Jibration is a 
uniformly continuous map r: E + B admitting solutions of the following relative 
lifting problem: 
(1) 
The relation of homotopy is a congruence and hence gives rise to a homotopy 
category HUnif of uniform spaces. Associativity of the homotopy relation follows 
from Lemma 1.3: 
Lemma 1.3. Let a space X be covered byfinitely many sets AO, . . . A,,, and letf: X + Y 
be a map, whose restriction to each Ai is uniformly continuous. If each untform covering 
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%2 of X admits a uniform rejinement V, such that for any two V-near points x E A,, 
x’ E Ak there is xl’ E Ai n Ak with x and x” respectively x’ and x” Q-near, then f : X -+ Y 
is uniformly continuous. 
We emphasize that the sets Ai mentioned above need not be open or closed. 
By pro-Unif we denote the category of inverse systems of uniform spaces; the 
homotopy relation of Definition 1.2 extends to the pro-category in an obvious way 
and leads to an elementary homotopy category r(pro-Unif), which is an intermediate 
step in the construction of the Steenrod homotopy category ho(pro-Unif). 
Definition 1.4. A morphism i : A -+ X is a trivial cojibration if it has the left lifting 
property with respect to all fibrations of uniform spaces. An inverse system of 2 
uniform spaces is jibrant if for every trivial cofibration i: A + X 
f: A + 2 there is g: X + 2 with gi =f [3, Definitions 1.3 and 1.61. 
Proposition 1.5. The full subcategory rr(pro-Unif),& r(pro-Unif) 
jbrant inverse systems is reflexive. 
and every map 
spanned by all 
Proof. We consider an inverse system X of uniform spaces over a cofinite index 
set and perform the construction described in [3, Section 21 leading to an inverse 
system $ of uniform spaces over the same index set and a level system of embeddings 
i, : X,, + X,, such that i,+ (X,) is a uniform strong deformation retract of k,,, and 
such that the following property holds: 
(i) For every index A the map lim,,, fi”,:rz, +lim,,, gfi is a fibration. 
& : gA + T?@ are the bonding maps of g It follows immediately that g is fibrant, 
and we claim that our level morphism i: X+2 can be factored i = qj with q a 
homotopy equivalence in n(pro-Unif) and j a trivial cofibration. This factorization 
is furnished by the usual mapping cylinder construction; this is possible because as 
a consequence of [ll, Exercise 7, p. 1 l] the category of uniform spaces contains all 
pushout diagrams and hence mapping cylinders. 0 
Proposition 1.5 enables us to define the Steenrod homotopy category ho(pro-Unif) 
by inverting all trivial cofibrations in n(pro-Unif); alternatively ho(pro-Unif) is the 
full image of a reflecting functor R : v(pro-Unif) + r(pro-Unif),. 
Definition 1.6. A Hausdorff uniform space P is an ANRU-space, if every uniformly 
continuous map defined on a (not necessarily closed) subspace A of a uniform 
space X and taking values in P has a uniformly continuous extension over a uniform 
neighborhood of A in X (cf. [ll, p. 821). A uniform space X is admissible if it 
admits a ho(pro-ANRU)-reflection in ho(pro-Unif). 
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By ho(pro-ANRU) c ho(pro-Unif) we mean the full subcategory of all inverse 
systems of ANRU-spaces. Later we will see that for such systems the fibrant reflector 
constructed above consists of ANRU-spaces and consequently ho(pro-ANRU) is 
obtained from r(pro-ANRU) by inverting the trivial cofibrations there, thereby 
removing the ambiguity in notation. 
The analogy between the topological and the uniform development of strong 
shape breaks down at this point: We are not able to show that a given uniform 
space is admissible unless it satisfies the following finiteness assumption: 
Definition 1.7. A uniform space X is jinitistic if every uniform covering of X has 
a uniform refinement of finite order (cf. [ 19, Theorem 3.11 for the topological case). 
Examples. (a) Every compact space with its unique uniformity is finitistic. 
(b) Every subspace of a Euclidean space with the uniformity induced by the 
Euclidean metric is finitistic. 
(c) Every paracompact Hausdorff space of finite covering dimension with the 
finest uniform structure compatible with the topology is finitistic. 
(d) There is a nice characterization of finitistic topological spaces, see [lo]: A 
paracompact Hausdorff topological space is finitistic if and only if it contains a 
compact subspace K, such that every closed subspace disjoint from K has finite 
covering dimension. But there are finitistic uniform spaces which do not satisfy this 
condition, e.g. Z x Q, the product of the discrete space of integers and the Hilbert 
cube with the usual product structure. 
Resolutions are defined as in the topological case, namely by conditions (Rl) 
and (R2) in [15, p. 741 with all spaces, maps and coverings uniform. We also have 
to consider conditions (Bl) and (B2) from [15, p. 761, translated to the uniform 
language. (Bl) reads as follows: 
(Bl) For every index A and every uniform neighborhood U of pA (X) in X, there 
is FZA with pry U. 
The implications (R2)@ (Bl) and (Rl)+(B2) are true in all cases, and (Bl) A 
(B2)+(Rl) holds if all X, are finitistic. To prove this one applies uniform counter- 
parts of topological theorems: By [ll, Theorem II.211 every Hausdorff uniform 
space may be considered as a bounded subspace of a locally convex vector space, 
and by [ll, Theorem IV.1 l] every uniform covering of an arbitrary uniform space 
has a subordinated equiuniformly continuous partition of unity endowed with the 
same index set. A significant difference between the topological and the uniform 
case occurs, when one has to consider maps of the form f(x) = 2, qo,(x)y,, where 
{cpL} is an equiuniformly continuous partition of unity and { y,} a bounded subset 
of some locally convex vector space. Uniform continuity off can be shown only if 
the partition of unity is of finite order, say N: If p is a continuous seminorm on 
the locally convex space and r a bound for all p( yL), then we can estimate p(f(x) - 
j-(x’)) s2r.N SUP, b,(x) - cpAx’)i. 
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Every polyhedron (with a given triangulation) carries a natural uniform structure 
(cf. [ 11, p. 581, “uniform complex”). 
Theorem 1.8. Every jinitistic uniform space has a resolution in $nite dimensional 
polyhedra. 
The proof follows the pattern of [ 15, Theorem 1.6.71; in the final step one observes 
that by [ 11, Theorem IV.61 every subset of a finite dimensional polyhedron has a 
base of uniform neighborhoods consisting of polyhedra. The inverse system obtained 
satisfies (Bl) and (B2) and due to the finiteness assumption it is a resolution. 
From Theorem 1.8 and [ll, Theorem V.151 we conclude: 
Corollary 1.9. Everyfinitistic uniform space has a resolution in ANRU-spaces. 
Theorem 1.10. Every ANRU-resolution induces a ho(pro-ANRU)-reflection. In par- 
ticular every jinitistic uniform space is admissible. 
The proof can be taken from [3, Section 31 if one pays attention to the following 
modifications: 
(ii) A uniform cojbrution is defined to be an inclusion map A-,X such that 
the inclusion X * (0) u A * I q X * I has the left lifting property with respect to all 
fibrations of uniform spaces. 
In uniform context this condition seems to be more restrictive than the usual 
definition of cofibrations, but it is fulfilled by the inclusion maps of bottom and top 
of a mapping cylinder. If A-, X is a uniform cofibration then so is X * i u A * I L, 
X * I; we observe that by [ 11, Theorem III.25 and Corollary III.291 X * i and A * I 
are subspaces of X *I. 
(iii) For X E r(pro-ANRU) the reflector 2 E n(pro-Unif), of Proposition 1.5 may 
be chosen from the subcategory n(pro-ANRU). 
For proof one can follow [3, Section 21. J& is a space of functions defined on a 
finite complex, and so it is built in finitely many steps by pullback constructions of 
the following form, where P and Q are ANRU-spaces: 
Taking adjoints and observing [ 11, Theorem III.25 and Corollary III.291 it is seen 
that Z is an ANRU-space too. (We are not able to show that Z is an ANRU-space 
when the right vertical arrow in the pullback diagram (2) is replaced by an arbitrary 
fibration of ANRU-spaces, since in uniform context fibrations fail to be regular.) 
Definition 1.11. For each admissible uniform space X we choose a reflector R(X) E 
ho(pro-ANRU). The strong shape category ssh of uniform spaces is defined to have 
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all admissible spaces as objects, whereas the morphisms are given by ssh(X, Y) := 
ho(pro-ANRU)(R(X), R(Y)). The strong shape functor 17 : HaUnif+ ssh from the 
homotopy category of admissible uniform spaces to the strong shape category is 
induced by R. 
Remark. Various authors [4-6,161 have considered ordinary shape categories for 
uniform metric spaces using an approach analogous to Borsuk’s shape for compacta. 
Applications of strong shape to uniform spaces seem to be new. 
Theorem 1.12. The strong shape functor 17 
HUnif. 
: HaUnif + ssh has a right adjoint T : ssh + 
Proof. For every admissible space X we choose a jibrunt ho(pro-ANRU)-reflector 
R(X). Then for any two admissible spaces X, Y we obtain the following chain of 
natural bijections: 
ssh( Y, X) = ho(pro-ANRU)(R( Y), R(X)) = ho(pro-Unif)( Y, R(X)) 
= r(pro-Unif)( Y, R(X)) =HUnif Y, lim R(X) 
( > 
. - 
Therefore we can define our right adjoint functor by T(X) := lim R(X). 0 - 
Remark. We do not know whether T(X) is admissible, but in Section 2 we will see 
that this holds at least for finitistic spaces X. We observe that in this case the 
classifying space T(X) is derived from a cofinite ANRU-resolution {hh} : X + 
{pi: Yh + Y, 1 A 2 p E A} of X via the construction in [3, Section 21: Let K(A) 
denote the complex of the ordered set A and K (A, h ) the full subcomplex determined 
by all indices p 2 h ; these spaces are topological spaces carrying the Whitehead 
topology. Let C(K (A, A), Y,) denote the space of all continuous functions between 
the indicated spaces carrying the uniform structure of uniform convergence on 
compact subsets. Then T(X) is the subset 
T(X)& n C(X(A,h), Yh) 
AC.1 
formed by all families of continuous functions oh : K (A, A) + Yhr such that for 
A 3 p, o, is the restriction of pkw, (cf. [14, Section 1.101). The product carries the 
usual product uniformity. 
2. Peculiar properties of the uniform case 
Definition 2.1. An inclusion map A- X of uniform spaces is called SSDR-map, if 
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for any fibration 7r : E + B of ANRU-spaces the following lifting problem is solvable: 
(3) 
A uniform space 2 is jibered, if for every SSDR-map A L, X and every map f: A + Z 
there is an extension off over X. By HfUnif c HaUnif we denote the full subcategory 
of all uniform spaces having the strong shape of a finitistic uniform space; fssh c ssh 
is the full subcategory with the same objects as HfUnif. 
Our definition of SSDR-maps is condition (3) of [2, Theorem 1.21, which seems 
to be different from (2) when uniform spaces are considered. The definition of 
fibered spaces is from [2, Definition 2.11. 
Proposition 2.2. (a) For every admissible space X the classifying space T(X) (cf: 
Theorem 1.12) is jibered. 
(b) Every SSDR-map is invertible in ssh. 
Proof. For (a) it suffices to observe that in the proof of Theorem 1.12 T(X) was 
constructed as limit of a cofinite inverse system, such that for all indices h the map 
lim,,Ap^i : 2, + lim CIc_h 2 is a fibration of ANRU-spaces. (b) follows from (a). 0 
Lemma 2.3. We consider a resolution {h,} : X + {pi : Yh + Y, 1 h 2 p E A} of some 
uniform space X and set h := lim h, : X + X* := lim Yh. 
(a) h(X) is dense in X”. 
(b) h is a strong shape equivalence. 
Proof. (a) When YE X” is not in the closure of h(X) there must be a uniform 
covering Ou of X” with y & St( h (X), %). From the definition of the uniform structure 
of an inverse limit we conclude the existence of an index h and a uniform covering 
2’ of Yhr such that ph’( 7~‘“) refines % and in particular ph ( y) g 
resolution, where X* is considered as 
inverse system, then the uniform analog of [3, 3.41 leads 
to the desired result. Condition (Rl) is clear, and (Bl) follows from (a), because 
X* is the only uniform neighborhood 
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Proposition 2.4. For every admissible space X its Hausdorflcompletion X is admissible 
too and the natural map X + X is a strong shape equivalence; if X is HausdorfS it is 
an SSDR-map. In particular every admissible space has the strong shape of a complete 
Hausdorf space. 
Proof. Since by [ll, Theorem V.141 every ANRU-space is a complete Hausdorff 
space diagram (3) has a unique filler, if the left vertical arrow equals p :X + 2. If 
X is Hausdorff then cp is an inclusion and therefore an SSDR-map, in general this 
lifting property still suffices to show that cp is a strong shape equivalence. Cl 
The following theorem is known to hold in the class of topological spaces having 
the strong shape of a compact Hausdorff space (see [9]), but for general topological 
spaces the problem is unsolved. Our theorem and the following two corollaries 
indicate that uniform spaces provide a more adequate framework for this type of 
question. 
Theorem 2.5. 7’he strong shape functor 77 : HfUnif + fssh localizes HfUnif at the class 
of all SSDR-maps. The image of its right adjoint functor T: fssh + HUnif is contained 
in HfUnif, and T: fssh + HfUnif is a fully faithful embedding. 
Proof. For every space X E HfUnif let fx : X + T(X) be the map, which corresponds 
to the identity under the adjunction isomorphism ssh(X, X) = HfUnif(X, T(X)). 
By [7, Proposition 1.1.31 it suffices to show that each v(fx) is a strong shape 
equivalence, and clearly we can restrict our attention to finitistic uniform spaces X. 
Then as T(X) we can use the function space described in the remark following the 
proof of Theorem 1.12, and as fx : X + T(X) the map assigning to a point x E X 
the family of constant functions wh : K (A, A ) + Yh, o,, = h,(x). If X” G T(X) denotes 
the subspace of all constant functions, then fx equals the composition of lim h, :X + 
lim Y^ =X* and the inclusion map i: X*9 T(X). By Lemma 2.3 it suffices to show 
that i is a strong shape equivalence, and therefore we need to apply the techniques 
of [9, Lemma 1.5(b) and Theorem 1.61 to the uniform case. The definition of the 
uniform structure of T(X) in the above mentioned remark provides us with a base 
of uniform neighborhoods of X* in T(X) consisting of all sets U(C, A, Ou) of the 
following form: 
(iv) Let C E K(A) be a finite subcomplex, all of whose vertices b are bounded 
by an index A, and let % be an entourage of Yh . Then U( C, A, 011) G T(X) consists 
of all families of functions w v : K(A, v) + Y,,, such that ~~~~ lies within a Q- 
neighborhood of a constant function. 
This means that the uniform analog of [9, Lemma 1.5(b)] holds, and as in step 
(b) of the proof of [9, Theorem 1.61 to a given uniform neighborhood U of X* in 
T(X) one can construct a deformation D : T(X) * I + T(X) stationary on X” with 
D, = id and D,( T(X)) c U. We conclude that the inclusion map of X* into the 
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bottom of the mapping cylinder of X” L, T(X) satisfies the uniform analog of 
condition (2), [2, Theorem 1.21, and since it is a cofibration it is an SSDR-map. 0 
Corollary 2.6. Each jinitistic space X is “improved” by T(X), i.e., these two spaces 
have the same strong shape and for any admissible space Y, 7 : HUnif( Y, T(X)) + 
ssh( Y, T(X)) is bijective. 
Proof. For any map g : Y + T(X) the naturality of the adjunction isomorphism 
provides us with the following commutative diagram: 
ssh( T(X), T(X)) = HUnif( T(X), T*(X)) 
I 
s(n)* 
I 
g* (4) 
ssh( Y, T(X)) = HUnif( Y, T*(X)) 
Since the identity strong shape map is mapped to fTCxj : T(X) + T*(X) by the upper 
horizontal isomorphism we see that the composition of n :HUnif( Y, T(X))+ 
ssh( Y, T(X)) with the adjunction isomorphism ssh( Y, T(X)) = HUnif( Y, T*(X)) 
is induced by frCx,. We have already seen that this map is a strong shape equivalence, 
and it is even a homotopy equivalence, because the spaces involved are fibered. 0 
Remark. We do not know when T(X) can be chosen to be finitistic. This is the 
reason for the somewhat awkward choice of the class HfUnif. 
Theorem 1.12 holds in the topological context too, and the right adjoint functor 
gives a faithful and conservative representation of the topological strong shape 
category, see [8, Theorem 1.91. This representation is full if and only if the topological 
strong shape category can be obtained from HTop by localization, but whether 
either of these properties holds is unknown. We can shed some light on this problem, 
because every paracompact Hausdorff topological space can be considered as a 
uniform space carrying the finest compatible uniformity, i.e., its uniform coverings 
are precisely all open coverings. This uniform space is finitistic if and only if the 
original topological space is topologically finitistic, and the uniform strong shape 
morphisms between two such spaces can be seen to coincide with the topological 
strong shape morphisms. Therefore Theorem 2.5 implies: 
Corollary 2.7. The topological strong shape category ofjinitistic spaces can be represen- 
ted in the homotopy category of uniform spaces. 
We believe that Corollary 2.7 is the most natural solution to the representation 
problem. To solve the original problem of representation in HTop we would have 
to deal with the following question: If X and Y are finitistic, paracompact Hausdorff 
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topological spaces and T(X), T(Y) the representing uniform spaces, is then every 
continuous map T(X) + T( Y) homotopic to a uniformly continuous map? 
We now turn back to orthodox uniform considerations: 
Theorem 2.8. For any twofinitistic uniform spaces X, Y the Cartesian product X x Y 
(carrying the usual product uniformity) is the categorical product in ssh, i.e., for every 
admissible space Z the assignment 
ssh(Z, X x Y) + ssh(Z, X) x ssh(Z, Y) 
induced by the projection maps is bijective. 
Proof. We take two resolutions { ph}: X + {pt’: X,,,+ X, 1 A’> A E A> and {q@}: Y+ 
(9;‘: Y,.- Y, I/J’2 p E M} in finite dimensional polyhedra. Then the product map 
{phxqP}:XxY+{p~‘xq~‘:Xh~xYP~+XhxY~~h’3h~A, ~_L’I~_LEEM) can be 
shown to be a resolution by checking conditions (Bl) and (B2). Constructing the 
space T(X x Y) from this resolution we see that the natural map T(X x Y) + 
T(X) x T(Y) is a homotopy equivalence. q 
3. Extension and classification theorems 
In this section we use a concept of homotopy different from DeJinition 1.2: Two 
uniformly continuous maps X + Y are considered homotopic if and only if they can be 
connected by a uniformly continuous map X x I + Y with X x I carrying the usual 
product uniformity. 
By Sp,,, we denote the class of all m-connected compact polyhedra and by 5f”‘, 
the class of all pairs of m-connected compact polyhedra. 
We say that the deformation dimension of a uniform space X with respect to Sp,,, is 
in (defdim(X; Sp,) G n) if any uniformly continuous mapping f: X + P E Sp,,, is 
uniformly homotopic to one whose image is contained in the n-skeleton P(“). 
Similarly, the deformation dimension of a pair (X, A) of uniform spaces with respect 
to 9; is G n (defdim(X, A; 9:)~ n) if any uniformly continuous mapping 
f : (X, A) + (P, Q) E Yp’, is uniformly homotopic to one whose image is contained in 
PC”, u Q. 
Let (X, A) be a pair of uniform spaces, and let 021 and (6 be finite uniform 
coverings of X such that 6 refines 3. By K (%) we denote the nerve of % and by 
(K( %)I its geometric realization. We consider JK( %lA)I as a subpolyhedron of 
IK(u~I)~ embedded in the standard way; here QlA = { U n Al U E %}. By 
we denote a projection map. 
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We say that a pair (X, A) of uniform spaces is f-movable if for any finite uniform 
covering 4!L, of X there exists a finite uniform covering Qz which refines %, and 
such that for any finite uniform covering oU3 which refines 021, there exists a mapping 
9: (IK(%)(, IK(q&)I)+ (IK(%)l, IX(%IA)I) 
such that the mappings pOti, ,6zz, 0 q and p,%, ,ti2 are homotopic. We say that a uniform 
space is f-movable if the pair (X, 0) is f-movable. 
By H;-“(X, A; G) we denote the mth tech cohomology group of a pair (X, A) 
of uniform spaces with coefficients in a group G, based on finite uniform coverings 
of x. 
Observe that if X is a compact (Hausdorff) space or, respectively, (X, A) is a 
pair of compact spaces, then the above definitions of deformation dimension, 
movability and cohomology groups coincide with the standard ones. 
For every uniform space X let pX be its precompact reflection; i.e., the uniform 
space with the same points as X and such that the finite coverings of X form a 
basis of uniform coverings for pX. The completion X* of pX is a compact reflection 
of X and is called the Samuel compactification of X (see [ll, p. 231). If A is a 
subspace of the uniform space X then the closure of A in X” can be considered 
as the Samuel compactification A* of A. The reader should convince himself about 
the fact that any finite uniform covering “11 of X x I has a refinement of the form 
VX TV, where V and ?V are finite uniform coverings of X respectively I. Con- 
sequently every homotopy X x I + Y with compact range space Y factors over 
X” x I. This property does not hold for the semi-uniform product X * I. 
Since X is dense in X” for any open covering % of X* (% is uniform by [ll, 
Theorem 231) there is a canonical isomorphism of nerves K( “u) + K(% 1 X) given 
by %+%nX for each UE%. 
It is known [ll, Theorem 10, p. 181 that if A is a subspace of a uniform space X 
and f a uniformly continuous mapping from A into a complete uniform space, then 
there is a unique uniformly continuous extension off over the closure of A. 
By using the above properties one can easily show the following 
Proposition 3.1. Let (X, A) be a pair of unzform spaces. Then: 
(i) 7’he deformation dimension defdim(X, A; S’,) of a pair of uniform spaces is 
equal to the (standard) deformation dimension defdim(X*, A*; S’,). 
(ii) (X, A) is f-movable (as a pair of uniform spaces) zfand only if the pair (X*, A*) 
of compact spaces is movable. 
(iii) H,“(X, A; G) = H”(X*, A*; G). 
(iv) Let P be a compact space and let f *: A* + P be the unique extension of a 
uniformly continuous map f: A + P. Then f is unzformly extendable over X if and only 
if f * is (continuously) extendable over X”. 
(v) Let f and g be uniformly continuous maps of X into a compact space P, and 
let f * and g*, respectively, be their extensions over X”. Then f and g are uniformly 
homotopic if and only if f * and g* are homotopic. 
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If P is an (n - 1)-connected polyhedron, n 3 2, then by 1 we denote the characteris- 
tic element of P; 1~ H”(P; T,(P)). By using [17, Theorems 3.2 and 4.21 and the 
above proposition we obtain the following 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that n 2 2, P is an (n - 1)-connected compact ANR and (X, A) 
is a pair of uniform spaces such that Hfm(X, A; rr,,,_,( P)) = 0 for every m 2 n + 2 and 
which satisfies one of the following conditions: 
(i) (X, A) is f-movable, 
(ii) X is f-movable and defdim(A; LY-,) <cc or 
(iii) defdim(X, A; 9’p’,-,) <a. 
Then a uniformly continuous map f: A+ P is extendable over X zfand only zfH”( f )( 1) 
is extendable over X. 
Theorem 3.3. Assume that n 2 2, P is an (n - I)-connected ANR and X is a uniform 
space such that H;“(X; T~(P))=O= Hfm+z(X; n,,,(P)) for man+l. Suppose also 
that one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) X is f-movable, 
(ii) defdim(X; sPn_,) <CO. 
Then the set of uniform homotopy classes of the uniform maps from X to P is in 
one-to-one correspondence with the group Hf”(X; n,(P)) under the map [f] + 
H”(f)(l). 
Similarly we have 
Theorem 3.4. Assume that n 2 2, P is an (n - l)-connected ANR and X is a uniform 
space such that H;“(X; +zr,,,( P)) = 0 form z n + 1. Suppose also that one of the following 
conditions is satisjied: 
(i) X is f-movable, 
(ii) defdim(X; Y_,) < cc. 
Then two uniformly continuous mappings f and g from X to Pare uniformly homotopic 
if and only zfH”(f)(l)= H”(g)(l). 
The above theorems generalize some results in [13], which were proved directly 
by introducing an obstruction theory for uniform spaces. One can also observe that 
the above theorems can be stated in more general categories, e.g. the category of 
nearness spaces [18]. Thus one can also obtain a generalization of [18, Theorem 
7.3.11. 
Example. We want to show that the assumption of P being compact cannot be 
omitted from the above theorems. To this end we take the real line with its standard 
uniform structure as P and as X; since P is a l-dimensional polyhedron it is an 
ANRU-space. Furthermore P is topologically contractible and hence n-connected 
for every n. As AC X we use the subset of all natural numbers; A inherits the 
discrete uniform structure. One can verify that X and (X, A) are movable and hence 
the assumptions of Theorems 3.2,3.3 and 3.4 are satisfied. Theorem 3.2 fails, because 
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the map f: A + P, f(n) := 2” does not have a uniformly continuous extension over 
X although H”(f)(E) is trivial. Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 fail because the identity 
mapping f= id: X + P and a constant mapping g: X + P satisfy H”(g)(l) = 
H”(g) (I) = 0 although they are not uniformly homotopic. 
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